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Fast-field-cycling (FFC) NMR relaxometry deals with the variation of the spin–lattice relaxation times (T1) in a complex system, as the strength
of the applied magnetic field is changed. Information about molecular dynamics can be achieved. Until now, only model theories for FFC NMR
relaxometry have been developed for polymer and material sciences. Just a few applications have been performed in the environmental
sciences. These mainly deal with soil porosity, rock permeability, biomass transformations, and natural organic matter dynamics. Further, FFC
NMR relaxometry can also be applied to monitor the environmental fate of contaminants, to understand the dynamics of nutrients at the
soil–plant interface, and to evaluate reaction mechanisms in heterogeneous catalysis for the development of green reactions. This article
summarizes the advances of the technique in environmental investigations and describes the tools used to monitor dynamics of organic and
inorganic molecules in environmental compartments.
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Introduction
NMR relaxometry refers to the ensemble of techniques applied
to monitor how fast nuclear spin magnetization switches from
a nonequilibrium state to the equilibrium distribution. This
phenomenon, referred to as relaxation, arises from fluctuating
local magnetic or electrical fields that are generated by nuclear
dipoles, unpaired electrons, electric charges interacting with
nuclear quadrupole moments for >1/2 spin nuclei, anisotropy
of the chemical shielding tensor, fluctuating scalar coupling
interactions, and molecular rotations. Mostly, fluctuations are
the result of molecular motions. For this reason, measurement
of the relaxation times (or relaxation rates that are the inverse of
the relaxation times) can be related to molecular dynamics.1–4

The frequency range of the microscopic molecular fluctuations
is comprised within the interval of 10–109 Hz.5 Because of this,
relaxation time values range from few picoseconds to seconds.

Two different relaxation times are associated to nuclear relax-
ation. The first one, indicated as longitudinal or spin–lattice
relaxation time (T1), measures the time needed for the recov-
ery of the longitudinal component of the magnetization along
the z-axis. The second relaxation time, known as transver-
sal or spin–spin relaxation time (T2), measures the decaying
for the transversal component of the magnetization to zero.
In particular, frequency motions from <10 to ≈104 Hz are
monitored by diffusimetry, transverse relaxometry, and resid-
ual spin coupling NMR techniques; motions with frequency
ranging between ≈104 and ≈105 Hz are investigated by rotat-
ing frame NMR relaxometry experiments; motion frequencies
from ≈105 to ≈108 Hz are observed by field-cycling NMR
relaxometry; and frequencies of >108 Hz are monitored using
traditional high field NMR spectrometers.5,6

Field-cycling NMR investigates molecular motions through
the measurement of the variations of the longitudinal relax-
ation times, as the external magnetic field intensity (B0) is
changed. Field cycling can be achieved by the ‘sample shut-
tle technique’ (SST). This consists in moving pneumatically
the sample through different positions in a magnetic field,
where different flux densities can be recognized.6 Typical SST
field switching times (SWTs) are of the order of hundreds of
milliseconds. This limits the application of the technique to
samples with longitudinal relaxation time values >100 ms. A
better solution for measuring samples with T1 values <100 ms
is the application of fast-field cycling (FFC). In this case, field
switching is achieved electronically by modulating the current
passing through the coil generating the magnetic field. Owing
to the development of modern electronics, field switching can
be automatically achieved in 2–3 ms (that is around 30–50
times lower than in SST method), thereby allowing to moni-
tor longitudinal relaxation times of the order of 2 ms.6,7 The
high-frequency limits for FFC NMR relaxometry depend on
the available high field magnets. Conversely, the low-frequency
limits are governed by small fluctuations of magnetic field
because of, for example, the Earth’s field or any other magnetic
stray field, and T1 values that are of the order of the SWT.6,8

Relaxation times shorter than the SWTs can also be measured
if special electronic precautions are applied.9

This article highlights FFC NMR relaxometry. The nature of
the FFC NMR relaxometry experiment will be described and
recent advances in environmental applications will be provided.
It must be stated that the technique can be applied, in principle,
on all the NMR visible nuclei.10 However, until now, to the
best of our knowledge, all published studies focus only on
1H when FFC NMR relaxometry is applied in environmental
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investigations. For this reason, from now on, we refer only
to FFC NMR behavior of protons. Finally, the readers are
referred to wider and more specific review papers to deep
knowledge on the theory and the instrumental details behind
the technique.5,6,8,11

The FFC NMR Relaxometry Experiment in
Practice
Figure 1 shows the typical FFC NMR experimental design
based on a pre-polarized (PP) and a nonpolarized (NP)
sequences.6 Namely, three steps can be recognized: polar-
ization, relaxation, and acquisition. During the first step of
the PP sequence (Figure 1a), the longitudinal magnetization is
generated through the application of a polarization field (BPOL)
for a limited and fixed period of time (indicated as polarization
time, TPOL). Afterwards, the magnetic field is switched to a

new one (the relaxation field, BRLX), applied for a period τ

during which the magnetization intensity relaxes to reach a
new equilibrium condition. Finally, the application of a 1H
90◦ pulse into an acquisition magnetic field (BACQ) held for a
fixed time, makes the magnetization observable and the free
induction decay (FID) acquirable. In the NP sequence, BPOL is
null (Figure 1b). The PP sequence is applied when the relax-
ation field becomes very low in intensity and enhancement of
sensitivity is needed for FID achievement.11 The crossover field
between NP and PP sequences is approximately retrieved when
the relaxation field intensity is half of that of the polarization
field.11

The FIDs obtained by arraying the τ values applied during the
relaxation step provide the block scheme shown in Figure 2(a)
and (b) for the NP and the PP sequences, respectively. Each
block represents the FID at any of the arrayed τ values. After
measurement of FID areas, the block schemes are transformed

TPOL TPOL

BPOL BACQ

P90 FID

SWT SWTτ τ

Variable BRLX BPOL BACQ

P90 FID

SWT SWT

Variable BRLX

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Pre-polarized (a) and nonpolarized (b) sequences used in fast field cycling NMR relaxometry experiments. BPOL is the polarization field applied
for the period TPOL, BRLX is the relaxation field applied for the variable τ time, and BACQ is the acquisition field. FID is the free induction decay, P90 is the
90◦ pulse, and SWT is the switching time needed to change the intensity of the magnetic field. BPOL intensity is null in the NP sequence
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Figure 2. Multiblock FID sequences obtained by applying (a) the NP and (b) the PP schemes. The integration of the FID in each block provides (c) the
recovery and (d) the decay curves, whose fitting allows achievement of T1 values
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in a recovery (Figure 2c) or decay (Figure 2d) curve according
to the nature of the sequence applied (NP and PP, respectively).

Elaboration of the Decay/Recovery Curves
for Natural Systems
Both the recovery and decay curves (Figure 2) describe
the evolution of the 1H longitudinal magnetization [M(τ )]
in the relaxation field when this is held for an arrayed time
τ . The magnetization in the relaxation field is aligned along
the BRLX direction and its value equals that in the polarization
field when τ = 05:

M(0) = Mz(0) = M0(BPOL) (1)

Equation (1) is valid only when the evolution of the mag-
netization is negligible during the SWT. When τ �= 0, the
magnetization evolves according to equation (2)5:

Mz(τ ) = M0(BRLX) + [M0(BPOL) − M0(BRLX)]

× exp

[
−t

T1

(
BRLX

)
]

(2)

At the end of the relaxation period, the magnetization is
detected by applying a third magnetic field and a 90◦ pulse,
as outlined earlier. According to equation (2), the evolution
of the magnetization is a recovery curve in the NP condition
(Figure 2c), whereas it is a decay curve in the PP condition
(Figure 2d).

In equation (2), T1 is the spin–lattice relaxation time, which
depends on BRLX intensity. T1 represents the lifetime of the
first-order rate process that returns the spin magnetization
to the Boltzmann equilibrium along the z-axis.12 Its value
depends on both the molecular dynamics of the investigated
system12 and the frequency of the applied magnetic field.6 In
fact, the equilibrium recovery of the longitudinal magnetization
(and, hence, the time, T1, needed for that) is determined by

the presence in the lattice of magnetic fields oscillating at a
frequency corresponding to that of the transition between the
nuclear energetic levels. All the nuclear Larmor frequencies
are affected by the applied magnetic field. For this reason,
only the molecular motions oscillating at the frequency of the
specific magnetic field value are effective in promoting nuclear
relaxation. The same motions could not be effective for a
different value of the applied magnetic field. Molecular motions
strongly affect dipolar interactions. In particular, the faster the
motions are, the lower is the dipolar interaction efficiency,
thereby favoring longer T1 values. Conversely, slower molecular
dynamics can be associated with shorter spin–lattice relaxation
times because of stronger nuclear dipolar interactions.12

According to Canet,13 the relaxation decay/recovery curves
at each relaxation field intensity are described by the sum of
exponential functions as indicated in equation (3):

M(τ ) = a +
N∑

i=1

[
bi × exp

(−τ

T1i

)]
(3)

Here, a is the offset and bi is the magnetization intensity at the
Boltzmann equilibrium of the ith component of the molecular
motion at each fixed BRLX intensity.

Equation (3) is monoexponential only when homoge-
neous molecular fluctuations are present in simple systems
such as pure solvents.14 Conversely, a multiexponential
behavior must be accounted for when complex mixtures are
investigated.13,15–25 As an example, Figure 3 reports a decay
curve obtained at 0.25 mT for a water-saturated poplar char
whose dynamics has been described by De Pasquale et al.22

and Conte et al.23 The monoexponential form of equation (3)
(dashed line in Figure 3) failed in fitting the data for τ values
>0.15 ms, whereas the biexponential form (continuous line in
Figure 3) was successful within the whole range of τ values
applied during the analysis. The presence of two different T1
components indicates that the motion of the water molecules
on the surface of the porous solid phase is more restricted
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Figure 3. Example of a decay curve obtained at 0.25 mT for a water-saturated biochar. The dashed and continuous lines are the fitting retrieved by
applying the mono- and biexponential forms of equation (3), respectively
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than that of the bulk water (see also the section titled ‘From τ

Domain to T1 Domain: the Inverse Laplace Transformation
and the Relaxograms’ for further details).

The limiting factor regarding equation (3) is the necessity to
make assumptions on the number of exponential components
to be used for the fitting of the experimental data. In fact,
the larger the number of components is, the better is the
quality of the fitting (e.g., higher R2 and lower χ2 values).
However, relaxometry measurements are also affected by an
experimental noise that, in turn, influences the fitting error on
the estimated T1 values. In particular, the higher is the number
of exponential components in equation (3), the larger is the
fitting T1 error, thereby making difficult the evaluation of the
molecular dynamics of complex mixtures.

The stretched function given in equation (4) has been
used instead of equation (3) in some papers dealing with
environmental samples.20,22–26 Here, a and b have the same
meaning as in equation (3), and k is a heterogeneity parameter
related to the stretching of the decay/recovery process:

M(τ ) = a + b × exp

[
−

(
τ

T1

)k
]

(4)

This function, which accounts for the large sample het-
erogeneity resulting in a multiexponential behavior of the
decay/recovery curves,27 can be considered as a superposi-
tion of exponential contributions, thereby describing the likely
physical picture of some distribution in T1. Equation (4) has
the advantage that it is able to handle a wide range of behaviors
within a single model. For this reason, assumptions about the
number of exponentials to be used in modeling relaxometry
data are not necessary.

From τ Domain to T1 Domain: The Inverse
Laplace Transformation and the
Relaxograms
The recovery/decay curves (Figure 2c and d) and the related dis-
tributions of exponential components [equations (3) and (4)]
vary greatly in character and complexity in multiphase systems
such as soils,17,19,24 sediments,25 plant tissues,15,18,20 natural
organic matter,16,28 char,22,23 and new pesticide formulations.21

When different components of the molecular dynamics in these
multiphase frames are described by longitudinal relaxation
times with values very close to each other, a better represen-
tation of their distribution is attained by applying an inverse
Laplace transformation in the form of equation (5)29–33:

M(τ ) =
T1 max∫

T1 min

D(T1) × exp

[
−

(
τ

T1

)]
d(T1) + σ (5)

Here, T1min and T1max are the slowest and the longest
spin–lattice relaxation times within which all the T1 values
fall; D(T1) is the distribution function, which must be deter-
mined by solving equation (5); and σ is an unknown noise
component. The latter term renders impossible to find the
exact distribution of relaxation times, thereby allowing infinite

possible D(T1) solutions for equation (5). In order to find the
most probable D(T1) distribution, some constraints must be
used such as smoothness of the solution and variance of the
experimental data. The algorithms developed to account for
equation (5) are CONTIN29,30 (CONTINuous distribution)
and UPEN31–33 (Uniform PENalty regularization). They differ
between each other for the smoothing procedure used during
the application. A detailed description of the two algorithms is
out of the aims of the present article. The readers are addressed
to specific reports29–33 that provide more details for the
different approaches.

Regardless of the procedure used to reveal the most proba-
ble distribution of relaxation times, either CONTIN or UPEN
algorithms provide similar T1 distributions also referred to as
relaxograms. Figure 4 shows, as an example, the relaxograms
retrieved by applying the UPEN algorithm on the recovery
curves acquired at a relaxation field of 200 mT on conifer and
poplar water-saturated chars.22 Both relaxograms are broad and
complex, spanning several T1 decades with the width of the
signal (A) decreasing in the order A(poplar char) > A(conifer char).
Spin–lattice relaxation time values of water on porous media
surfaces are related to porosity. In fact, the motion of water con-
fined in small-sized porous is more restricted than that moving
in larger porous. For this reason, inter- and intramolecu-
lar interactions are stronger in smaller sized pores than in
larger ones, thereby leading to the conclusion that pore-size
distribution in the poplar char is wider than in conifer char.22

Relationships between pore sizes and T1 distributions have
been used to distinguish among different natural soils,19,24,34 to
evaluate properties of natural and synthetic hydrated sands,17

to reconstruct the environmental evolution of saltmarsh
sediments,25 to identify differences in plant tissues involved
in soil development,20 to investigate the interactions between
natural organic matter and clay minerals,28 and to monitor
interactions between soil organic matter and cation-treated
soils.35 Moreover, 1H T1 relaxograms were also successfully
applied to follow cellulose degradation in phosphoric acid
with the aim to suggest new possible solvents for biomass
transformations to biofuels.36

The Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Dispersion
Profiles: Quantitative Aspects in
Environmental Applications
Nuclear magnetic resonance dispersion (NMRD) curves are
obtained by reporting longitudinal relaxation rates (R1 = 1/T1)
versus the BRLX intensities applied during the FFC NMR
experiment. NMRD profiles reflect the spectrum of the reori-
entational and the diffusional molecular dynamics. The latter
are described by Lorentzian functions with the form reported
in equation (6) through which information about correlation
functions of the microscopic fluctuations can be achieved6,37:

J(ωL) = τC

1 + (ωLτC)2
(6)

In equation (6), J(ωL) is the spectral density function describ-
ing the distribution of the motion frequencies in a molecular
system, ωL is the proton Larmor frequency, and τC is the
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Figure 4. Relaxograms of water-saturated conifer and poplar chars obtained by applying the UPEN algorithm. (Adapted with permission from Ref. 22.
© Springer-Verlag, 2012)

correlation time. Correlation time describes the random molec-
ular motions of molecular systems either in solution or in
porous media.6 Namely, τC is the time taken for a molecule
to rotate one radian or to move a distance of the order of
its own dimension.12 The longer the τC value is, the slower
are the molecular motions, thereby revealing restrictions in
the motional freedom degrees of spatially restrained molecular
systems. Conversely, as a molecule encompasses faster motions
because of higher degrees of freedom in larger spaces, shorter
correlation time values are expected.

Equation (6) was redefined by Halle et al.,38 as in equation
(7), to account for the stretching of the NMR dispersion profiles
as a consequence of the complexity of the reorientational
dynamics within the molecular system, the heterogeneous
distributions of proton exchange rates, and the heterogeneous
distribution of intermolecular dipole couplings. Equation (7)
is also referred to as model-free-analysis38:

J(ωL) =
∑

ci

τCi

1 + (ωLτCi)
2

(7)

In equation (7), the subscript ‘i’ refers to the different compo-
nents of the motion and ci is a fitting parameter. The summation
of ci values represents the mean square fluctuation that con-
tains information about the equilibrium structure of the system,
thereby being independent of the system dynamics.38,39

The parameters of the multi-Lorentzian equation (7) can be
determined by any nonlinear parameter estimation method,
while the number N of Lorentzians to be included can be objec-
tively determined by means of any statistical procedure. As an
example, the F-test has been applied in some papers.22,23,25,38

Briefly, a fit of N Lorentzian terms to M data points J(ωi) with
errors σ i provides a χ2(N) value that must be compared to the
χ2(N + 1) value obtained by applying N + 1 Lorentzians. If the
fit improves, the ratio F(N,N+1) =χ2(N)/χ2(N + 1) increases
[i.e., χ2(N + 1) < χ2(N)]. The procedure must be iterated
until F(N+m−1,N+m) > F(N+m,N+m+1), where m is integer and

≥0. When the latter condition is satisfied, the acceptable
number of Lorentzians to be applied in equation (7) is
N + m.

It must be emphasized that the model proposed by Halle
et al.38 is only a useful and convenient method to fit the experi-
mental data. The set of parameters {ci, τ i} obtained by equation
(7) does not have any physical significance, unless independent
information suggests that the system can actually be modeled
by a fixed number of Lorentzians. In the latter case, a direct
physical interpretation of the parameters can be attempted. As
an example, Průšová et al.40 reported the dynamics properties
of three water hydration layers (bound, weakly bound, and
bulk) surrounding hyaluronan. Presence of these layers around
hyaluronan has been previously hypothesized by rheology and
thermal analyses.41,42

Halle et al.38 also showed that each fitting parameter, ci, can
be considered as a weighing factor for the ith correlation time
value, thereby leading to the calculation of a weight-average
correlation time (〈τ 〉) according to expression (8):

〈τ 〉 =

∑
i

ciτCi∑
i

ci

(8)

The weight-average correlation time retrieved by applying
equation (8) describes the average dynamics of the whole
complex system under investigation.

Following application of the biexponential form of equations
(3), equations (7) and (8) have been used to monitor the dis-
solution mechanism of crystalline cellulose in phosphoric acid
(H3PO4).14 In particular, two forms of H3PO4 have been recog-
nized. The first one showed the fastest longitudinal relaxation
rates in the whole range of BRLX intensities (i.e., the shortest
spin–lattice relaxation times). This H3PO4 form was (i) con-
sidered strongly bound to cellulose because of the formation
of phosphor–ester linkages and (ii) responsible for cellulose
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dissolution. Formation of C–O–P bridges allowed cellulose
swelling and solvation. The second H3PO4 form showed the
slowest R1 values in the NMRD profile, thereby being consid-
ered as bulk phosphoric acid. The 〈τ 〉 values reported by Conte
et al.14 supported the aforementioned findings. In fact, the
correlation time for the bulk phosphoric acid resulted shorter
than that retrieved for the strongly bound form of H3PO4.14

It has been proved that the Bloembergen–Purcell–Pound
(BPP) model reported in equation (9) can be successfully
applied to fit NMRD profiles in order to reveal the dynamics
properties of liquids interacting to the surface of crystalline
organic solids.6,43 This model applies only to pure com-
pounds when isotropic rotational diffusion of molecules and
intramolecular interaction of two-spin-1/2 system with fixed
internuclear distances can be hypothesized.6 Equation (7) can
be included in equation (9) in order to account for dynamics
inhomogeneity in more heterogeneous systems44:

R1 = 1

T1

= α + β[0.2J(ωL) + 0.8J(2ωL)] (9)

In equation (9), all the terms have been already defined with
the exception of α and β. The former represents the high-
field relaxation rate, whereas the latter is a constant related
to the dipolar interactions. Increasing dipolar strengths, due
to reduced molecular mobility, produce longer α and larger
β values. Conversely, weak dipolar couplings are generated
by unbound (or freely moving) molecules, thereby providing
shorter α and smaller β values.38,44 As correlation times are
a measure of the rate of molecular reorientation in the time
unit (see earlier), low α and β values due to unconstrained
molecular motions are also associated to short τC values. On
the other hand, the larger the α and β values are, the longer
result the correlation times, because of restrictions in molecular
mobility.

The model-free BPP analysis was used to differentiate
among water-saturated chars obtained from a gasification
process applied to marc, poplar, and conifer wastes.22

In particular, results revealed that: (i) the water relax-
ation rates in the NMRD profiles varied in the order
R1(marc char) > R1(poplar char) > R1(conifer char) (Figure 5); (ii)
the α values were in the order α(marc char) ≈α(poplar char) >

α(conifer char); (iii) the β values changed as β(marc char) �
β(conifer char) ≈ β(poplar char); and (iv) the weight-average corre-
lation times varied in the order 〈τ 〉(marc char) < 〈τ 〉(conifer char)
< s〈τ 〉(poplar char).

22 The fastest R1(marc char) and the longest
β(marc char) values were due to the presence of paramagnetic
impurities. The latter fasten spin–lattice relaxation times and
raise up β values, thereby altering the results achievable by
combining equations (7) and (9).12 For this reason, dynamics
of water on the surface of marc char could not be compared
to that of water moving on poplar and conifer chars. On the
other hand, differences between α, β, and 〈τ 〉 values for the
latter two water-saturated chars were attributed to the different
porosities that were, in turn, affected by the nature of the
biomass feedstocks.22

Porosity was also responsible for the differences among the
parameters retrieved by applying the model-free BPP analysis
on water-saturated soils24 and sediments.25 In the first case,
NMRD profiles were able to reveal that texture of a gypsic
haploxerept soil was affected by the nature of three different
plant species used in the afforestation of a Mediterranean area.
In the second case, porosity variations associated to different α,
β, and 〈τ 〉 values in the water-saturated layers of a sedimentary
core allowed to reconstruct the environmental evolution of a
Sicilian (Italy) saltmarsh.

Equations (6)–(9) apply either to liquid mixtures or to
liquids moving on the surface of porous media. Conversely,
NMRD profiles of solid-state systems are better described by
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Figure 5. NMRD profiles for water-saturated marc, poplar, and conifer chars fitted by applying the model-free BPP analysis. (Adapted with permission
from Ref. 22. © Springer-Verlag, 2012)
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the power-law model reported in equation (10)45:

R1 = 1

T1

= Aω−b
0 + C (10)

Here, A is the size of the low-frequency relaxation rate that
includes differences in spin density, structural organization,
and local internal dynamics,46–48 ω0 is the proton Larmor
frequency, b is a power factor, and C is the high-field relax-
ation rate. This model was applied to study the transformation
of leaves to litters in a reafforestated soil located in Sicily
(Italy).20 Results showed that while A changed in the order
Aleaves > Alitters, C varied in the order Cleaves < Clitters. The trend
inversion was attributed to the changes in the motion regimes
(see section titled ‘The Motion Regimes and the Qualita-
tive Aspects of NMRD Profiles in Environmental Applications
and Green Chemistry’), which flip from fast to slow, as the
proton Larmor frequency is raised up.12 In the slow-motion
regime, the faster the rotational motions are (as in litters),
the slower is the relaxation efficiency (i.e., Aleaves > Alitters).
Conversely, in the fast-motion regime, the relaxation effi-
ciency increases with the swiftness of the rotational motions
(i.e., Cleaves < Clitters). In addition, as A includes also differ-
ences in spin density, the results revealed that spin density
in litters is lower than in leaves as a consequence of the
degradation mechanisms. The values of the power factor,
b, changed in the order bleaves > blitters. In general, b ranges
from 0.45 to 0.75 in solid proteins.6 As a matter of fact,
hydrated solid proteins reveal b values close to 0.45; whereas
the lower the hydration degree is, the higher is the power
factor value.6,45,49,50 In polymer science, it is also reported that
changes in b values can be associated to intra- or intersegment
relaxation contributions according to the range of values within
which b falls. Namely, if 0.20 < b < 0.33, intrasegment relax-
ations prevail, whereas when 0.40 < b < 0.50, intersegment

relaxations become predominant.6 However, Berns et al.20

pointed out that, at the moment, a complete theory on the
power dependence of NMRD profiles of heterogeneous com-
plex solid systems (such as leaves, litters or, more generally,
biomasses and environmental matrices) is still missing. For
this reason, the physical meaning of b values from equation
(10) applied to environmental systems cannot be provided
yet.

The Motion Regimes and the Qualitative
Aspects of NMRD Profiles in Environmental
Applications and Green Chemistry
Figure 6 shows the evolution of T1 as affected by correlation
time and temperature variations.12,51 This behavior comes by
the Lorentzian shape of the spectral density as reported in
equation (6).

The fast-motion regime is typical for liquid systems whose
τC values lay generally in the interval 10−8 to 10−12 s.51 In this
condition, (ω0τC)2 	 1 and J(ωL) ∝ τC. For this reason, the
longer the τC is, the shorter is the spin–lattice relaxation time.
T1 reduction follows a monotonic behavior (Figure 6). Then,
it turns around a minimum, where (ω0τC)2 ≈ 1 (intermediate-
motion regime) to attain the slow-motion regime, where very
large T1 values for very large correlation times are retrieved
(Figure 6). The condition (ω0τC)2 � 1, valid for rigid solids,
is satisfied in the slow-motion regime. As correlation times
are directly related to temperature, switch among the three
motion regimes can be also described in terms of T variations
(Figure 6).

Variable temperature (VT) FFC NMR relaxometry exper-
iments have been conducted to evaluate the motion regime
of water on the surface of two polymorphs of a commercial

Fast-motion
regime

Intermediate-
motion
regime

Slow-motion
regime

Ln (τc)

Ln
 (

T
1)

1/T (K–1)

Figure 6. Simulation of the evolution of the longitudinal relaxation time as a function of the temperature (1/T) and the correlation time (τC) for a fixed
value of the measurement magnetic field frequency
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TiO2

= oxygen
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Figure 7. Graphical representation of the water dynamics on the surface of titanium oxide. Water is either retained on the porous surface by hydrogen
bonds or not chemically constrained. H-bonds are responsible for the slow-motion regime, whereas freely moving water undergoes fast-motion regime.
(Adapted with permission from P. Conte, V. Loddo, C. De Pasquale, V. Marsala, G. Alonzo, and L. Palmisano, J. Phys. Chem. C, 2013, 117, 5269. Copyright
2013 American Chemical Society)

photo-catalyst (rutile and anatase TiO2) generally used in green
chemistry reactions.26 Results revealed that the motion regime
changed according to the nature of the two titanium oxides. In
particular, water moving on the surface of rutile was subjected
to fast-motion regime, whereas that on anatase surface was
moving according to the slow-motion regime. The dynamics
properties of water on the surface of a nonparamagnetic porous
system can be described by equation (11)3,6,52–54:

R1 = 1

T1

= fM

T1M + τM

(11)

Here, fM represents the molar fraction of water chemically
bound to porous material, T1M is the proton spin–lattice
relaxation time of the chemically bound water, and τM is the
exchange correlation time, which measures the mean residence
time of the bound water. When fast-motion regime prevails
(such as on the surface of rutile), the proton spin–lattice
relaxation rate is proportional to 1/T1M, thereby allowing the
consideration that water is not chemically retained on the rutile
surface. Conversely, as predominance of slow-motion regime
is achieved (such as in the case of water moving on anatase
surface), the proton spin–lattice relaxation rate depends on
1/τM and water lays longer on the anatase surface because
of the formation of H-bonds26 (Figure 7). The FFC NMR
relaxometry findings explained why the two TiO2 polymorphs
differ in their photo-reactivity yield. In fact, the mechanism
of the photocatalytic oxidation reactions foresees the forma-
tion of ·OH radicals that are believed to be responsible for
the primary oxidant attack to the substrate. The interaction
between adsorbed water and TiO2 surface plays the major role
to produce the oxidant species. Consequently, the absence of
chemical interactions between H2O and the surface of rutile,
as highlighted by NMRD results, suggests that the formation of
·OH radicals from H2O is highly improbable, thereby making
such a catalyst poorly active.26

Formation of hydrogen bonds was suggested also to explain
the slow-motion regime observed by VT FFC NMR relaxom-
etry experiments for water moving on the surface of a char
obtained from an industrial thermochemical process.23 In this

case, hydrogen bonding involved the electron-deficient water
hydrogen atoms and the electron-rich graphite-like systems,
thereby leading to the realization of nonconventional H-bond
interactions. The presence of weak H-bonds between char
and water can explain the large water capacity and structural
stability of char amended soils.55

Promising information that is relevant for mineral oil indus-
try has also been obtained from VT FFC NMR relaxometry
experiments performed to monitor the dynamics of oil in bulk
and reservoir rocks.56 Results revealed that oil in bulk rocks
was subjected to fast-motion regime. Conversely, the presence
of hydrophobic sites in the reservoir rocks was hypothesized to
explain the more restricted motion of oil, thereby resulting in
a slow-motion regime. The hydrophobic oil molecules can be
trapped on the surface of reservoir rocks because of Van der
Waals interactions.

Temperature and magnetic field variations in relaxome-
try experiments allowed to reveal solvent–gelator interactions
in a mixture made by chlorobenzene and methyl-4,6-O-(p-
nitrobenzylidene)-α-d-glucopyranoside gel (MPNBG).21 In
particular, the slow-motion regime observed between 273 and
340 K was explained by the confinement of chlorobenzene in
the MPNBG tri-dimensional network. This confinement was
driven by the interactions between the electric dipolar moment
of chlorobenzene and the polar MPNBG surface. Importance
of such study resides in the possibility to formulate new systems
for pesticide synthesis and applications.

Conclusions and Future Perspectives
While doing literature search for the present article, we real-
ized that the number of FFC NMR relaxometry applications
in environmental field is, at the moment, very few and mostly
those applications have been cited here. The lack of studies
involving FFC NMR relaxometry to evaluate environmental
problems and possibly suggest solutions is probably due to
the better worldwide distribution of the traditional high-field
NMR spectroscopy instruments with emphasis on answer-
ing questions that are related to the structure of organic
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matter in soils, water, and atmosphere.57,58 Information about
molecular dynamics and molecular interactions between con-
taminants and constituents of environmental compartments
can also be achieved in high-field NMR spectroscopy by appli-
cation of VT experiments. These may induce phase transitions
and sample decomposition, thereby altering the experimental
results. In addition, the frequency of the molecular motions
investigated by high-field NMR spectroscopy downs only to
108 Hz. As evidenced throughout the present article, FFC
NMR relaxometry overcomes all the aforementioned prob-
lems, although it lacks in resolution and cannot provide
structural information concerning the chemical nature of
the investigated environmental system.6 In addition, model
theories for FFC NMR relaxometry have been developed
mainly for polymer dynamics such as lipids, proteins, and
carbohydrates,5,6,44,59,60 material science,53,61–63 and contrast
agents for magnetic resonance imaging applications.64,65 For
this reason, FFC NMR relaxometry should be supported by
results from other analytical techniques when it is applied in
environmental field.

Additional advantages of FFC NMR relaxometry as com-
pared to traditional high-field NMR spectroscopy lie in the
nonnecessity of deuterated solvents (locking of magnetic fields
is unnecessary); in the cryogen-free technology (the necessity
to switch among three different magnetic fields makes cryogen
gasses superfluous); in the possibility to monitor molecular
dynamics at magnetic field intensities close to that of the
Earth’s magnetic field (this makes possible investigation of
very slow dynamics and, hence, very strong molecular interac-
tions); and in the ability to monitor dynamics of quadrupolar
nuclei through indirect detection of NMR sensitive spin-1/2

nuclei in intact systems.6,8,11 The latter point is very impor-
tant in environmental investigations because of the possibility
to monitor fate of chlorinated contaminants by observing
the quadrupolar effects of chlorine in polluted soils. In par-
ticular, 35Cl quadrupoles are observed in NMRD profiles as
quadrupolar dips in the proton Larmor frequency interval
0.3–4.5 MHz.61 Shape and position of the quadrupolar dips
depend on temperature of the system and nature of the interac-
tions between organo-chlorine compounds and their chemical
environment.61

Quadrupolar effects on relaxometry behavior of hydrogen
nuclei in environmental systems can be generated also by
14N nuclei.6,66 The possibility to monitor the environmental
behavior of nitrogen-containing molecules through the influ-
ence of 14N on the dynamics of 1H overcomes the classical
limit for the high-field NMR spectroscopy. In fact, although
relative abundance of 14N is larger than that of 15N, 14N
NMR spectroscopy is resolutionless as compared to 15N NMR
spectroscopy because of 14N quadrupole properties. For this
reason, high-field NMR spectroscopy on environmental sam-
ples is traditionally performed on 15N-enriched materials.67

The 15N enrichment is achieved either by purification67 or
by growing biomasses with 15N-containing nutrients.68 Both
procedures are not needed when molecular dynamics investiga-
tion is performed by FFC NMR relaxometry. Future advances
in FFC NMR relaxometry can be achieved by the high-
temperature superconducting technology.69 In fact, the use

of high-temperature superconductors may allow to span a very
wide interval of magnetic fields with the possibility to combine
together multinuclear relaxometry and spectroscopy in only
one instrument.
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